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Segmented detector for recoil neutrons in the p(c, n)p` reaction
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Abstract

A segmented neutron detector has been constructed and used for recoil neutron (6}13 MeV) measurements of the
reaction cpPnp` very close to threshold. BC-505 liquid scintillator was used to allow pulse shape discrimination
between neutrons and photons. A measurement of the absolute e$ciency of the detector was performed using stopped
pions in the reaction p~pPnc. Results of the e$ciency calibration are compared to a Monte Carlo simulation. ( 1999
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The cross sections for the cNPNp reactions
near threshold have been of continued interest as
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tests of the Low Energy Theorems (LETs) [1].
More recently, Chiral Perturbation Theory (ChPT)
calculations have shown sizable corrections to the
classical LETs for the cpPpp0 channel, in good
agreement with recent experiments [2,3,20,21]. In
order to obtain precision cross sections very close
to threshold for the cpPnp` channel, a segmented
neutron detector has been constructed for use at
the Saskatchewan Accelerator Laboratory (SAL)
tagged photon facility [4]. Detecting the recoil neu-
tron in this reaction permits the measurement to be
done very close to the threshold energy for the
reaction (151.4 MeV). Within 1 MeV of threshold,
the neutrons are emitted in a forward cone (h
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with energies of 6}13 MeV. This is ideally suited for
measuring total cross sections via time-of-#ight
(TOF) measurements of the neutrons with a for-
ward situated neutron array.

To obtain the necessary precision on the
cpPnp` reaction cross sections (better than 5%
absolute error), the neutron e$ciency of the array
had to be determined to better than 3% over a lim-
ited energy range. An absolute measurement of the
e$ciency was carried out using stopped pions in
the reaction p~pPnc at TRIUMF. This deter-
mined the e$ciency at a single neutron energy
(8.9 MeV). To model the energy dependence of the
e$ciency over the range of interest, a Monte Carlo
simulation was developed and compared with
measurements of the detector's pulse-height
response to neutrons of di!erent energies.

2. Neutron detector

The neutron detector (Fig. 1) consisted of 84 cells
arranged in a grid. The hole in the center of the
array permitted passage of the photon beam in the
cpPnp` experiment. Each cell was a box con-
structed from 0.32 cm thick Lucite sheets and "lled

Fig. 1. The segmented neutron detector. Each cell has an active
volume of 7.6]7.6]6.4 cm3 and is "lled with BC-505 liquid
scintillator for pulse shape discrimination.

with BC-505 liquid scintillator. The active
volume of a cell was 7.6]7.6]6.4 cm3. A Lucite
light guide was attached to one of the large faces
of the box to optically couple each cell to a 2-
in photomultiplier tube (PMT). Both 10- and
12-stage PMTs (Phillips 2202 and 2262) were
used in the array. The 10-stage PMTs were used
on cells at the furthest distance from the center of
the array.

The 84 cells were arranged logically in 12 groups,
with 8 cells per group except for the corner groups
which had only 5 cells. In front of each group of
cells (between the cell and the target) was a 0.32 cm
thick plastic scintillator to veto charged particles
incident on the array. Each veto scintillator was
approximately 17]34 cm2.

Charged particles were rejected in hardware by
the veto scintillators, and the neutral particles were
then examined via pulse shape discrimination
(PSD). PSD modules, one per group of cells, were
constructed at the University of Alberta based on
the design of Ref. [5] to give a fast second-level
trigger used to reject photons. This was crucial for
the cpPnp` experiment due to the large number
of photons incident on the array. Fig. 2 shows the
typical PSD attained with an Am}Be source for
a single cell. Good photon}neutron separation was
attained down to about 0.4 MeV electron equivalent
(MeVee).

Fig. 2. Pulse shape discrimination parameter vs. pulse height for
a typical cell from an Am}Be neutron source. The band on the
left of the plot is due to photons while that on the right is due to
to neutrons.
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3. Electronics

A block diagram of the detector electronics is
shown in Fig. 3. The anode output of each cell
PMT went to an active splitter. One of the analog
signals went to a rise-time-compensating discrimi-
nator which used a hi-low threshold circuit to
reduce time walk. The logic signals from each cell in
a group were ORed together, with a hardware veto
applied from the thin scintillator in front of the
group. A copy of this OR signal was also used to
generate the TRIGGER for the PSD module of the
group. A second logic OR was performed on all 12
groups to generate the "rst-level trigger for the
experiment.

The other analog signal from the active splitter
went to a linear fan-in/fan-out which summed the
analog outputs of the cells in the group. The group
analog signal passed through a 1 lF capacitor to
"lter noise and then to a second linear fan. The
summed analog output for each group was
monitored for shifts in the DC level which would
a!ect the PSD performance. The summed output
was also sent to a PSD module. When the PSD
module received a TRIGGER from the logic por-
tion of the circuit it would integrate the ANALOG
input with both a long gate (140 ns) and a short
gate (30 ns). The PSD OUT signal was propor-
tional to the long integration minus the short integ-
ration which is sensitive to the particle type (e.g.

Fig. 3. Block diagram of the trigger electronics for the neutron
array.

photon versus neutron). The PH OUT of the PSD
module was the result of the long integration of the
signal. Fig. 2 shows the PSD OUT versus PH OUT
from an Am}Be source.

The ALL output of the PSD module provided
a copy of the TRIGGER signal. If the PSD OUT
was above an adjustable setpoint then a logic signal
would be generated on the NEUTRON output.
This NEUTRON output was used to provide a sec-
ond-level trigger for the cpPnp` experiment to
reject events for which there was no identi"ed neu-
tron.

4. Pion photoproduction measurement

The detector was successfully used in a measure-
ment of the cpPnp` reaction near threshold using
tagged photons at SAL [6]. The photon tagger
provided a measure of the beam energy and #ux, as
well as a time signal for measuring the neutron
TOF. The cpPnp` reaction signature has been
cleanly identi"ed in the data. Fig. 4 shows the
reconstructed photon energy for a single channel
in the tagger focal plane, based on the measured
energy and angle of the neutron, and two-body
reaction kinematics. The width of the peak arises
from a combination of the width of the tagger
channel (&0.40 MeV) and the neutron TOF and
angular resolutions. Backgrounds remaining after
the analysis cuts were applied were removed using
data from the sub-threshold tagger channels. In
order to extract the cross sections to the necessary
precision, an accurate determination of the neutron
e$ciency was required.

5. E7ciency calibration

To measure the absolute detection e$ciency of
the neutron array, the 8.9 MeV neutrons from the
(stopped p~)pPnc reaction were used to charac-
terize a 16-cell subset of the original 84-cell array.
The experimental arrangement, using meson chan-
nel M13 at TRIUMF, is shown in Fig. 5.

The method of making a tagged neutron beam
via the (stopped p~)pPnc reaction depends upon
the detection of the associated neutral particle
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Fig. 4. The reconstructed photon energy for a single channel in the photon tagger focal plane from the cpPnp` reaction. Backgrounds
have been subtracted. The solid histogram is the result of a Monte Carlo simulation.

Fig. 5. The experimental arrangement for the (stopped
p~)pPnc reaction measurement at TRIUMF.

(photon). This creates a tagged neutron beam
whose size is determined by geometry alone:
p~ stopping volume and photon collimator size. If
the associated particle is charged, such as in the
H(n, p)n reaction, it is subject to multiple scattering
which is energy dependent. These e!ects are negli-
gible when dealing with large detector volumes.

For a highly-segmented array with small cells these
e!ects become appreciable and would have to be
unfolded from the cell-to-cell scattering of the
detected neutrons.

In the TRIUMF measurement low-energy inci-
dent pions (13 MeV) were stopped in a thin-walled
nickel target cell containing liquid hydrogen. The
cylindrical target cell was 7.0 cm long and 4.0 cm in
diameter. The neutrons from the reaction were
tagged by detecting the collimated photons in
a large NaI detector (TINA) at !903 with respect
to the incident pion beam. The neutrons were de-
tected on the opposite side of the beam (#903)
centered on a 4]4 matrix of the liquid-scintillator
"lled cells at a distance of 1.60 m from the target.
The width of the neutron beam spot at the array
was approximately 13 cm. As in the cpPnp` reac-
tion measurement, the cells were logically arranged
in groups of 8 cells with a veto scintillator in front
of each group. During this calibration and the SAL
photopion measurement the cell gains were
monitored by a 60Co gamma source. The elec-
tronics (Fig. 3) were similar to what was used for
the SAL experiment. The trigger was generated by
a coincidence between an in-beam plastic scintil-
lator counter (S1) and TINA. The second-level
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Fig. 6. Indenti"cation of the (stopped p~)pPnc reaction. Analysis cuts are represented by the dashed lines and are applied successively.
(a) RF phase versus S1 pulse height (pion identi"cation), (b) photon pulse height, (c) photon TOF, and (d) pulse shape discrimination
versus neutron pulse height.

PSD trigger described above for the SAL measure-
ment was not used here.

Incident pions were identi"ed by placing cuts on
the cyclotron RF phase vs. S1 pulse height (Fig. 6a).
Photons from the reaction of interest were identi-
"ed by placing cuts on the measured pulse height
in the NaI detector (Fig. 6b) as well as the TOF
(Fig. 6c) to the NaI detector. The 129 MeV photons
from the (stopped p~)pPnc reaction are clearly
identi"ed in the spectra. The "nal cuts applied to
these spectra are indicated by the dashed lines.

Once the pion and photon conditions were ap-
plied, the PSD OUT vs. PH OUT for the neutron
array shows predominantly neutrons (Fig. 6d). In
addition, the TOF of the neutrons shows a clean
peak at the expected value with little random back-
ground (Fig. 7). The counts between 41 and 45 ns
are primarily due to the scattering of neutrons from
one cell into another, without depositing enough
energy in the "rst cell to trigger its discriminator.

The shape of the distribution is well-reproduced by
the simulation (solid histogram). In Figs. 6 and
7 each of the preceding cuts have been successively
applied to the data displayed. The e$ciency of the
neutron array was then calculated by taking the
ratio of detected neutrons to the number of events
passing the photon condition.

Systematic errors associated with the analysis
cuts discussed above were investigated. Varying
the selected region for the p~ and photon cuts
changed the "nal e$ciency by less than 0.5% in
each case. Varying the cuts applied to the neutron
TOF and PSD resulted in changes of 1% and 1.7%,
respectively. Added in quadrature, this yields a sys-
tematic error arising from the analysis cuts of
&2%.

To extract the "nal e$ciency, corrections had to
be made to the raw e$ciency determined above.
Events in which two cells in the same group
"red had to be rejected. This amounts to 4.01%
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Fig. 7. Neutron time-of-#ight from the (stopped p~)pPnc re-
action. The pion and photon conditions have been applied. The
dashed-lines indicate the accepted region and the solid histo-
gram is the result of the simulation.

of the data. In addition, out-scattering of neu-
trons in the liquid hydrogen target leads to a
correction of 0.088$0.015. The "nal measured
e$ciency with a software threshold of 0.5 MeVee
is 0.213$0.001$0.006, where the "rst error is
statistical and the second is systematic.

In order to test predictions of the Monte Carlo
simulation (discussed in the next section), the liquid
hydrogen target was replaced with a carbon target.
A range of neutron energies is produced by the
quasi-free absorption of the stopped pions on pro-
tons in the nucleus. The neutron energy was deter-
mined from its TOF, allowing the measurement of
the pulse height distributions for various neutron
energies (Fig. 8). The pulse height distribution from
the (stopped p~)pPnc reaction is included in the
"gure for completeness. These can then be com-
pared to the predictions of the simulation.

6. E7ciency simulation

Numerous examples of simulation codes for de-
termining the e$ciencies of neutron detectors have
been reported in the literature [7}15]. The need
for a new Monte Carlo code arises from two fea-
tures of this detector array: (1) the neutron detector
is highly segmented, with the walls constituting a

Fig. 8. Pulse height distributions for various neutron energy
bins from the p~CPnX reaction. The distribution from the
(stopped p~)pPnc measurement (tagged) is included for com-
pleteness. The solid histogram is the result of the Monte Carlo
simulation.

signi"cant fraction of the mass of a "lled cell, and
(2) the H : C ratio of BC-505 is higher than in the
more commonly used NE-213.

For such a highly segmented detector, it was
important to be able to estimate the fraction of
`wrong-cella events in which a neutron hit one cell
and was scattered into a second cell where it inter-
acted to produce a signal above threshold. The high
degree of segmentation coupled with the large
amount of inert material comprising the cell walls
could make such events a signi"cant part of the
detector response.

For the above reasons, a new Monte Carlo simu-
lation code (NPS for `Neutron Proton Showera)
was developed to best meet the requirements of this
experiment. In particular, the code must handle the
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geometry of many identical cells, each having inter-
nal structure, and include the ability to designate
certain regions as veto scintillators. It should make
as much use as possible of known n}H and n}C
cross sections, and have provision for matching
light outputs to measured pulse-height distri-
butions.

The code NPS is organized in a way similar to
the electron-gamma shower code EGS [18]: neu-
trons are generated within a speci"ed range of
initial positions, directions and energies, then
tracked through the detector until they undergo
a nuclear reaction or escape the detector. If addi-
tional neutrons are emitted from a reaction, they
too are tracked unless their energy is below a cut-
o! value. Charged particles are tracked also, but
are assumed not to undergo further nuclear reac-
tions. Gamma rays are not tracked, it being as-
sumed that the detector electronics is capable of
neutron-gamma discrimination.

Some important features of NPS are:

f a detector can have several layers of material;
f each layer may contain an array of identical cells,

replicated many times in `xa and `ya directions;
f cell geometries include rectangular, hexagonal,

and circular;
f each cell may have internal zones containing

a variety of materials;
f e!ects of cross-talk between cells may be exam-

ined;
f veto scintillators may be speci"ed;
f nuclear cross sections are taken from the

ENDF/B-VI library [19].

Each detector medium is described by: para-
meters relating proton energy to its range in the
medium; parameters relating proton energy to light
output; number and abundance of chemical ele-
ments in the material. In tracking neutrons, NPS
picks at random the path to the next interac-
tion, the reaction at the interaction point, and the
angle of the emitted reaction products, interpola-
ting from tabulated values of these distributions. In
this respect, NPS is similar to the code NRESP4
[12].

As a test of NPS, the e$ciencies of two NE-213
detectors have been calculated, the nearly cylin-
drical 7 l cell of Drosg [16] and a deep, hexagonal

Table 1
Comparison of previously measured e$ciencies for NE-213 with
the NPS Monte Carlo simulation. The numbers in parentheses
are the reported errors, where available

Energy Threshold E$ciency
(MeV) (MeVee)

Measured Calculated

Ref. [16]
2.5 0.256 0.34 0.318
5.0 0.256 0.29 0.295

1.02 0.18 0.175
10.0 0.256 0.21 0.219

Ref. [17]
7.2 2.0 0.278 (22) 0.287

10.0 2.0 0.315 (25) 0.321
12.9 2.0 0.306 (24) 0.314

9.75 l SENECA cell [17]. For the Drosg compari-
son, the energy-to-light conversion prescription
was that of Cecil et al. [9]. For the SENECA cell,
the light output was taken to be 0.94 that of Cecil
et al. as described in Ref. [17]. Reasonable agree-
ment is found with measured e$ciencies, as shown
in Table 1, for a range of neutron energies and
thresholds. The energy dependence (over the range
of interest) of the measured neutron e$ciencies is
well-reproduced by the NPS simulation code. The
nuclear cross sections included in NPS for this
paper are n}H and n}C elastic scattering, n}C
inelastic scattering to the 4.43 and 9.63 MeV states,
and the C(n, 4He)9Be reaction.

7. Comparison of data and simulation

The p~C data on pulse-height end-point versus
neutron energy (from TOF) was used to obtain
a light output curve for the detector (Fig. 9). The
dashed line is the response curve from Cecil et al.
The solid line was obtained by multiplying the
dashed line by a constant which was determined
by "tting the data. A "tted value of 0.937 was
obtained. This factor may be due to a di!erence in
the light production (BC-505 versus NE-213) or in
the light collection (our ADC gating versus that of
Cecil et al.).
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Fig. 9. Light output response for BC-505 cells. The solid line is
the result of a "t to the data while the dashed line is from the
NE-213 parameters of Cecil et al.

The simulated light response to each recoil pro-
ton is taken from the "tted curve (Fig. 9), folded
with a smearing function to represent electronic
noise and statistical #uctuations. The form of the
smearing function was

d¸"Gaussian )J¸,

where ¸ is the light output in MeVee and the
Gaussian had a sigma of 0.08 MeVee.

The solid histograms in Fig. 8 are the prediction
of the simulation. Good agreement was achieved
with the shape of the measured pulse-height res-
ponse over the range of neutron energies of interest.
This is not just a trivial consequence of the method
by which end-points were related to beam energy
} a signi"cant part of the small-pulse-height re-
sponse is due to inelastic n}C scattering followed
by n}H elastic scattering.

The e$ciency determined from the simulation
for 8.9 MeV neutrons, with a threshold of
0.5 MeVee, is 0.233. This is 9% higher than the
measured value of 0.213. This discrepancy is sur-
prising considering the good agreement with the
pulse-height response of the detector. One possible
source of error is in the threshold applied to the
simulation. A systematic error of 0.1 MeVee would
result in a 5% variation in the absolute e$ciency.

Other uncertainties that enter into the simulation
are the pro"le and position of the tagged neutron
beam on the array. Given these uncertainties the
disagreement is not unreasonable.

Since the results of the calibration measurement
are quite clean (see Fig. 6), the simulation was
normalized to the measured e$ciency of the
8.9 MeV data point. Possible sources of systematic
error in the energy dependence were investigated
by varying the detection threshold ($0.1 MeVee),
beam position ($half-cell) and beam size
($2.5 cm). The combined e!ect of the variations
on the e$ciency over the 6}13 MeV range was less
than 2%.

The e$ciency as a function of neutron energy is
shown in Fig. 10a (solid line) for a threshold of
0.5 MeVee. The e$ciency has been normalized to
the 8.9 MeV data point. The short-dashed line
shows the contribution from n}H elastic scattering.
Fig. 10b shows the e$ciency with the pulse height

Fig. 10. Detection e$ciency as a function of neutron energy.
The solid circle is the result of the TRIUMF measurement (the
error bar is the sum of the statistical and systematic errors). The
solid line is the simulation and the dashed line is the contribu-
tion from n}H elastic scattering. (a) Neutron energy threshold
of 0.5 MeVee and (b) neutron energy threshold of 0.8 MeVee
and an upper energy cut of 5.5 MeVee.
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cuts that have been applied to the cpPnp` data:
a threshold of 0.8 MeVee and an upper cut of
5.5 MeVee. The normalization factor applied to the
simulated e$ciency in Fig. 10b is the same as that
determined for Fig. 10a.

8. Summary

A segmented liquid-scintillator neutron detector
with PSD capabilities has been constructed and
used at SAL in a precision measurement of
cpPnp` very close to threshold. The stopped pion
p~pPnc reaction measurement performed at
TRIUMF accurately determined the absolute e$-
ciency of the neutron detector array (better than
3%) for a neutron energy of 8.9 MeV. This is
centered in the neutron energy region of interest:
6}13 MeV. The NPS Monte Carlo simulation pro-
vides an absolute e$ciency that is 9% higher than
the measured e$ciency and reproduces the pulse-
height response of the detector to neutrons of
di!erent energies. Comparison of the simulation to
previous published results shows good agreement
with the energy dependence of the measured
e$ciencies. The magnitude of the e$ciency for
the SAL detector is well-determined from the
TRIUMF calibration and the energy dependence
from the simulation.

The focus of the cpPnp` measurement at SAL
was to determine the total cross section of the
reaction very close to threshold. This requires
knowledge of the neutron e$ciency of the detector
over a limited range of energies. The total cross
section will be una!ected as long as the average
e$ciency over energies symmetrically positioned
about 8.9 MeV is correctly simulated. Only simula-

tion errors which are a non-linear function of en-
ergy will a!ect the total cross section measurement.
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